
SummarySummary Affective neuroscienceAffective neuroscience

addresses the brainmechanismsaddresses the brainmechanisms

underlying emotionalbehaviour.Inunderlying emotional behaviour.In

psychiatry, affective neuroscience findspsychiatry, affective neuroscience finds

applicationnotonly inunderstanding theapplicationnotonly inunderstanding the

neurobiologyofmood disorders, but alsoneurobiologyofmood disorders, but also

byprovidinga framework forbyprovidinga framework for

understanding the neural control ofunderstanding theneural control of

interpersonal and social behaviour andinterpersonal and socialbehaviour and

processes thatunderlie psychopathology.processes thatunderlie psychopathology.

Byprovidinga coherentconceptualByprovidinga coherentconceptual

framework, affective neuroscience isframework, affective neuroscience is

increasingly able to provide amechanisticincreasingly able to provide amechanistic

explanatoryunderstandingof currentexplanatoryunderstanding of current

therapies and is driving the developmenttherapies and is driving the development

of novel therapeutic approaches.of novel therapeutic approaches.
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Over the past 25 years there has been a re-Over the past 25 years there has been a re-

volution within neuroscience, characterisedvolution within neuroscience, characterised

by recognition of the importance of emo-by recognition of the importance of emo-

tion to behaviour and subjective experiencetion to behaviour and subjective experience

(Dalgleish, 2004). This revolution and the(Dalgleish, 2004). This revolution and the

consequent snowballing of studies, nowconsequent snowballing of studies, now

subsumed within affective neuroscience,subsumed within affective neuroscience,

was initiated and led by a key group of ex-was initiated and led by a key group of ex-

perimental, cognitive and social psycholo-perimental, cognitive and social psycholo-

gists, anatomists, neuroscientists, clinicalgists, anatomists, neuroscientists, clinical

neurologists and psychiatrists. Affectiveneurologists and psychiatrists. Affective

neuroscience has challenged ‘standard’ cog-neuroscience has challenged ‘standard’ cog-

nitive models to account for empirical andnitive models to account for empirical and

clinical evidence of ‘emotion’ influencing,clinical evidence of ‘emotion’ influencing,

processes such as attention, perception,processes such as attention, perception,

learning and memory at every level. Affec-learning and memory at every level. Affec-

tive neuroscience focuses on brain functiontive neuroscience focuses on brain function

and how emotions are ultimately linked toand how emotions are ultimately linked to

genetic imperatives, primary motivationsgenetic imperatives, primary motivations

and reinforcement learning. More recently,and reinforcement learning. More recently,

affective neuroscience has extended itsaffective neuroscience has extended its

reach beyond the individual to address dy-reach beyond the individual to address dy-

namic influences on social and economicnamic influences on social and economic

behaviour.behaviour.

Well-being and psychiatric dysfunctionWell-being and psychiatric dysfunction

are necessarily measured against subjectiveare necessarily measured against subjective

emotional experience. Neurophysiologicalemotional experience. Neurophysiological

understanding of emotional disorders, in-understanding of emotional disorders, in-

cluding depression and bipolar disorder,cluding depression and bipolar disorder,

provides a broad framework that may thenprovides a broad framework that may then

usefully be applied to other psychiatric con-usefully be applied to other psychiatric con-

ditions, to address biological determinantsditions, to address biological determinants

of stress responses, disorders of personalityof stress responses, disorders of personality

and even prognosis across mental illness.and even prognosis across mental illness.

This has contributed to a systematic inte-This has contributed to a systematic inte-

gration of previously disparate genetic,gration of previously disparate genetic,

neurochemical and psychodynamic models.neurochemical and psychodynamic models.

This process continues to enrich theThis process continues to enrich the

conceptual language empowering bothconceptual language empowering both

clinician and patient and driving the devel-clinician and patient and driving the devel-

opment of novel diagnostic tools andopment of novel diagnostic tools and

therapeutic interventions. Neurobiologicaltherapeutic interventions. Neurobiological

accounts of emotional behaviour, interper-accounts of emotional behaviour, interper-

sonal and social interactions are increas-sonal and social interactions are increas-

ingly plausible and no longer representingly plausible and no longer represent

merely ‘retreats into organicity’ irreconcil-merely ‘retreats into organicity’ irreconcil-

able with psychosocial formulations. Affec-able with psychosocial formulations. Affec-

tive neuroscience does not aim for a fullytive neuroscience does not aim for a fully

reductionist account of emotional socialreductionist account of emotional social

mechanisms, but rather to provide insightsmechanisms, but rather to provide insights

into control and influence of emotion with-into control and influence of emotion with-

out the constraints of established disciplin-out the constraints of established disciplin-

ary boundaries. This may be illustrated inary boundaries. This may be illustrated in

our increasing understanding of the neuralour increasing understanding of the neural

processes mediating the effect of socialprocesses mediating the effect of social

and psychological stress on mood distur-and psychological stress on mood distur-

bance, memory impairments and enhancedbance, memory impairments and enhanced

risk of mortality. These cross-disciplinaryrisk of mortality. These cross-disciplinary

approaches open exciting new treatmentapproaches open exciting new treatment

options.options.

EMOTIONAL LEARNINGEMOTIONAL LEARNING

To illustrate how advances within affectiveTo illustrate how advances within affective

neuroscience have the potential to influenceneuroscience have the potential to influence

psychiatry, we have predictably chosen topsychiatry, we have predictably chosen to

focus our discussion around the ‘most lim-focus our discussion around the ‘most lim-

bic of brain regions’, the amygdala. Thebic of brain regions’, the amygdala. The

contribution of the amygdala to affectivecontribution of the amygdala to affective

behaviour was recognised within MacLean’sbehaviour was recognised within MacLean’s

concepts of the visceral/limbic/mammalianconcepts of the visceral/limbic/mammalian

brain (MacLean, 1990). Weiskrantzbrain (MacLean, 1990). Weiskrantz

(1956), following observations by Kluver(1956), following observations by Klüver

& Bucy (1937) on behavioural effects of& Bucy (1937) on behavioural effects of

temporal lobectomy, showed that focaltemporal lobectomy, showed that focal

bilateral amygdala lesions had a detrimen-bilateral amygdala lesions had a detrimen-

tal impact on the social and emotional be-tal impact on the social and emotional be-

haviour of monkeys. More recent studieshaviour of monkeys. More recent studies

of patients with bilateral amygdala lesionsof patients with bilateral amygdala lesions

reveal impairments in processing of socialreveal impairments in processing of social

and emotional cues, notably the recognitionand emotional cues, notably the recognition

of facial or auditory expressions of fearof facial or auditory expressions of fear

(Adolphs(Adolphs et alet al, 1994). As a consequence,, 1994). As a consequence,

amygdala dysfunction is linked both theo-amygdala dysfunction is linked both theo-

retically and empirically to psychiatricretically and empirically to psychiatric

disorders in which social behaviour isdisorders in which social behaviour is

compromised. These include autism,compromised. These include autism,

schizophrenia and psychopathy. Practi-schizophrenia and psychopathy. Practi-

tioners can now conceptualise ‘biological’tioners can now conceptualise ‘biological’

impairments in emotional understanding/impairments in emotional understanding/

behaviour as originating in focal dysfunc-behaviour as originating in focal dysfunc-

tion of regions such as the amygdala.tion of regions such as the amygdala.

The amygdala supports the detectionThe amygdala supports the detection

and learning of motivational significance.and learning of motivational significance.

In animal experiments, this is typically illu-In animal experiments, this is typically illu-

strated in fear conditioning studies (i.e. thestrated in fear conditioning studies (i.e. the

learning of threat). Fear conditioning repre-learning of threat). Fear conditioning repre-

sents a basic model for understanding thesents a basic model for understanding the

pathogenesis and maintenance of anxietypathogenesis and maintenance of anxiety

disorders, including post-traumatic stressdisorders, including post-traumatic stress

disorder and panic. The role of amygdaladisorder and panic. The role of amygdala

in fear conditioning has been extensivelyin fear conditioning has been extensively

described in rodents (LeDoux, 1996). Indescribed in rodents (LeDoux, 1996). In

humans, the contribution of the amygdalahumans, the contribution of the amygdala

to processing threat is evident in studies ofto processing threat is evident in studies of

patients with lesions and from neuro-patients with lesions and from neuro-

imaging, where amygdala activity is nowimaging, where amygdala activity is now

almost treated as a biomarker of functionalalmost treated as a biomarker of functional

integrity within neural systems concernedintegrity within neural systems concerned

with emotion. Findings such as these arewith emotion. Findings such as these are

now beginning to inform psychiatric treat-now beginning to inform psychiatric treat-

ment. Cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT)ment. Cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT)

remains a gold standard therapy for anxietyremains a gold standard therapy for anxiety

disorders by engendering ‘unlearning’ of feardisorders by engendering ‘unlearning’ of fear

responses through exposure and habituation.responses through exposure and habituation.

Animal studies indicate that both learningAnimal studies indicate that both learning

and unlearning (extinction) of threat are de-and unlearning (extinction) of threat are de-

pendent on glutamine/pendent on glutamine/NN-methyl--methyl-DD-aspartic-aspartic

acid (NMDA) receptors within the amygdalaacid (NMDA) receptors within the amygdala

dependent, a pharmacological mechanismdependent, a pharmacological mechanism

that neuroscientists have stimulated to en-that neuroscientists have stimulated to en-

hance this behavioural extinction process.hance this behavioural extinction process.

Early trials suggest that boosting glutamine/Early trials suggest that boosting glutamine/

NMDA receptor function with cycloserine,NMDA receptor function with cycloserine,

a partial agonist at the NMDA receptor,a partial agonist at the NMDA receptor,

enhances exposure-based CBT, withenhances exposure-based CBT, with

promising results in the treatment ofpromising results in the treatment of

acrophobia (fear of heights) and socialacrophobia (fear of heights) and social

anxiety (Hofmannanxiety (Hofmann et alet al, 2006). These, 2006). These

findings result from a growing awarenessfindings result from a growing awareness

of the important effects of emotionalof the important effects of emotional
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processes on basic cognitive functions andprocesses on basic cognitive functions and

could not have resulted from models ofcould not have resulted from models of

memory based on standard cognitivememory based on standard cognitive

neuroscience.neuroscience.

SOCIAL BIOLOGYSOCIAL BIOLOGY

Recent widespread clinical recognition thatRecent widespread clinical recognition that

pervasive neurodevelopmental disorders,pervasive neurodevelopmental disorders,

including Asperger syndrome, place de-including Asperger syndrome, place de-

mands on clinical services for adults ofmands on clinical services for adults of

working age have forced a reappraisal ofworking age have forced a reappraisal of

conventional psychiatric practice. In paral-conventional psychiatric practice. In paral-

lel, neuroscience has explored the neurallel, neuroscience has explored the neural

mechanisms through which we understandmechanisms through which we understand

other people (i.e. the cognitive componentother people (i.e. the cognitive component

of interpersonal interaction, which wasof interpersonal interaction, which was

previously a preserve of psychodynamicpreviously a preserve of psychodynamic

psychotherapy). Theoretically, we canpsychotherapy). Theoretically, we can

understand the experience or intentions ofunderstand the experience or intentions of

other people by ‘simulation’. Mirrorother people by ‘simulation’. Mirror

neurons represent a convincing biologicalneurons represent a convincing biological

instantiation of simulation. Mirror neuronsinstantiation of simulation. Mirror neurons

are located within premotor and motorare located within premotor and motor

cortex and in primates respond both whencortex and in primates respond both when

performing a specific action and whenperforming a specific action and when

viewing another monkey performing thatviewing another monkey performing that

specific action (Rizzolattispecific action (Rizzolatti et alet al, 1996)., 1996).

Many studies now show activity in theMany studies now show activity in the

human brain, mimicking or mirroring thehuman brain, mimicking or mirroring the

performance of perceived actions, which isperformance of perceived actions, which is

consistent with a testable neural model forconsistent with a testable neural model for

perspective taking, intentional stance andperspective taking, intentional stance and

theory of mind. Emotional empathy hastheory of mind. Emotional empathy has

been related to co-activation of the samebeen related to co-activation of the same

brain regions when experiencing actualbrain regions when experiencing actual

physical pain and observing one’s partnerphysical pain and observing one’s partner

in pain (Singerin pain (Singer et alet al, 2004). Similarly, brain, 2004). Similarly, brain

responses to the distress of others engageresponses to the distress of others engage

unconscious autonomic bodily responsesunconscious autonomic bodily responses

that mimic, in sympathy, the observed emo-that mimic, in sympathy, the observed emo-

tional cues (Harrisontional cues (Harrison et alet al, 2006). Together, 2006). Together

these studies expand perception–actionthese studies expand perception–action

principles beyond classical ‘mirror’ regionsprinciples beyond classical ‘mirror’ regions

and suggest that a correspondence betweenand suggest that a correspondence between

observed and experienced sensations, ac-observed and experienced sensations, ac-

tions and feelings may be a more generaltions and feelings may be a more general

feature of the human brain. Behaviouralfeature of the human brain. Behavioural

and neural evidence for robust simulatoryand neural evidence for robust simulatory

systems actually predicts individual differ-systems actually predicts individual differ-

ences in emotional empathy. Conversely,ences in emotional empathy. Conversely,

individuals with autistic-spectrum disordersindividuals with autistic-spectrum disorders

and developmental psychopathy showand developmental psychopathy show

attenuated activation of brain ‘mirrorattenuated activation of brain ‘mirror

regions’ when observing emotion in others.regions’ when observing emotion in others.

Such findings can have implications forSuch findings can have implications for

the future diagnosis and monitoring ofthe future diagnosis and monitoring of

disorders of empathy.disorders of empathy.

INTEGRATIONINTEGRATION

The capacity for affective neuroscience toThe capacity for affective neuroscience to

cross disciplines is illustrated within psy-cross disciplines is illustrated within psy-

chosomatic medicine, a field as relevant tochosomatic medicine, a field as relevant to

primary care as liaison psychiatry. Broadlyprimary care as liaison psychiatry. Broadly

speaking, advances are being made inspeaking, advances are being made in

unpicking the mechanisms through whichunpicking the mechanisms through which

emotional trauma and stress impair cog-emotional trauma and stress impair cog-

nitive, emotional and physical well-being.nitive, emotional and physical well-being.

Adaptive physiological responses to acuteAdaptive physiological responses to acute

physical and psychological trauma mayphysical and psychological trauma may

have pathological effects on the brain andhave pathological effects on the brain and

body if the challenges are extreme or pro-body if the challenges are extreme or pro-

longed. Stress hormones such as cortisollonged. Stress hormones such as cortisol

represent one mechanism. Lifelong stressrepresent one mechanism. Lifelong stress

(even within a general healthy population)(even within a general healthy population)

is associated with reductions in hippo-is associated with reductions in hippo-

campal volume that reflect diminished cog-campal volume that reflect diminished cog-

nitive (especially memory) and behaviouralnitive (especially memory) and behavioural

resources. Such findings offer a perspectiveresources. Such findings offer a perspective

on clinical psychiatry, as they address coreon clinical psychiatry, as they address core

processes underlying vulnerability to psy-processes underlying vulnerability to psy-

chopathology. Psychosomatic medicine,chopathology. Psychosomatic medicine,

within affective neuroscience, examineswithin affective neuroscience, examines

the health consequences of mind–bodythe health consequences of mind–body

interactions. This has particular relevanceinteractions. This has particular relevance

to psychiatry where high rates of physicalto psychiatry where high rates of physical

morbidity require appraisal in the contextmorbidity require appraisal in the context

of potentially cardiotoxic and metabolicof potentially cardiotoxic and metabolic

effects of medication.effects of medication.

BROADENINGTHENETBROADENINGTHENET

Advances in methods for human brainAdvances in methods for human brain

imaging have assisted the affective neu-imaging have assisted the affective neu-

roscience revolution. The capacity to ob-roscience revolution. The capacity to ob-

serve the ‘brain in action’ at fairly highserve the ‘brain in action’ at fairly high

spatiotemporal resolution increasingly in-spatiotemporal resolution increasingly in-

forms our understanding of physiologicalforms our understanding of physiological

mechanisms underpinning human experi-mechanisms underpinning human experi-

ence. In the clinical context, identificationence. In the clinical context, identification

of functional and structural biomarkersof functional and structural biomarkers

contributes to the characterisation of psy-contributes to the characterisation of psy-

chiatric conditions and may enhance thechiatric conditions and may enhance the

monitoring of clinical course, and even tar-monitoring of clinical course, and even tar-

geting of treatments. Functional signaturesgeting of treatments. Functional signatures

in brain activity associated with depressionin brain activity associated with depression

and obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)and obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)

were recognised relatively early. Subsequentwere recognised relatively early. Subsequent

studies of both healthy people and patients,studies of both healthy people and patients,

using positron emission tomography andusing positron emission tomography and

functional magnetic resonance imagingfunctional magnetic resonance imaging

(Drevets(Drevets et alet al, 1997), support the proposal, 1997), support the proposal

that abnormalities in subgenual cingulatethat abnormalities in subgenual cingulate

function in depression may relate to lowfunction in depression may relate to low

mood and can predict treatmentmood and can predict treatment

responsiveness. Animal studies had alreadyresponsiveness. Animal studies had already

linked this region closely with vegetativelinked this region closely with vegetative

homoeostatic control. These findings,homoeostatic control. These findings,

coupled with the observation of abnormal-coupled with the observation of abnormal-

ities of subgenual structure in individuals withities of subgenual structure in individuals with

unipolar depression, led to neurosurgical tar-unipolar depression, led to neurosurgical tar-

geting of this region in treatment-resistantgeting of this region in treatment-resistant

depression using deep brain stimulationdepression using deep brain stimulation

resulting in a marked and sustained symp-resulting in a marked and sustained symp-

tomatic improvement (Maybergtomatic improvement (Mayberg et alet al,,

2005). Likewise, findings from neuro-2005). Likewise, findings from neuro-

imaging studies are contributing to targetingimaging studies are contributing to targeting

of selective fronto-striato-thalamic circuitsof selective fronto-striato-thalamic circuits

for the control of severe OCD and Tourettefor the control of severe OCD and Tourette

syndrome.syndrome.

PROSPECTSPROSPECTS

Biological psychiatry, particularly in rela-Biological psychiatry, particularly in rela-

tion to emotional disorder, is recoveringtion to emotional disorder, is recovering

from a position of low status within thefrom a position of low status within the

hierarchy of scientific priorities. Affectivehierarchy of scientific priorities. Affective

neuroscience embodies a resurgence of in-neuroscience embodies a resurgence of in-

terest in emotional behaviour within biolo-terest in emotional behaviour within biolo-

gical and social sciences. Recognition thatgical and social sciences. Recognition that

emotion influences a broad spectrum ofemotion influences a broad spectrum of

human functioning suggests that much ofhuman functioning suggests that much of

biological psychiatry could be rebrandedbiological psychiatry could be rebranded

clinical affective neuroscience. Integrationclinical affective neuroscience. Integration

of knowledge across disciplines representsof knowledge across disciplines represents

an exciting future for psychiatry researchan exciting future for psychiatry research

and the examples emerging from affectiveand the examples emerging from affective

neuroscience are promising. Molecularneuroscience are promising. Molecular

science already contributes to thisscience already contributes to this

integrative process (e.g. in studies of gene–integrative process (e.g. in studies of gene–

environment interactions which underpinenvironment interactions which underpin

emotional development, behaviour andemotional development, behaviour and

psychiatric vulnerability). Consideration ofpsychiatric vulnerability). Consideration of

biological, psychological and social aspectsbiological, psychological and social aspects

of psychiatric disorder is fundamental toof psychiatric disorder is fundamental to

clinical practice, and it is encouraging thatclinical practice, and it is encouraging that

these interactions are becoming central tothese interactions are becoming central to

both basic and clinical research.both basic and clinical research.

Finally, affective neuroscience providesFinally, affective neuroscience provides

a robust investigative framework fora robust investigative framework for

exploring the fundamentals of adaptiveexploring the fundamentals of adaptive

emotional behavioural and psychiatricemotional behavioural and psychiatric

morbidity.morbidity.
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